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What is a book?
Word derived from the Old English word ‘bok’ which means ‘beech tree’.

Oldest form of documentation. 

Stores the world’s knowledge, ideas and beliefs.



“A portable container consisting of a series of printed and bound pages that 

preserves, announces, expounds and transmits knowledge to a literate 

readership across time and space.”

Book :

Andrew Haslam



The power of print: the influence of books
Able to disseminate ideas that have 

changed the course of intellectual, 

cultural and economic development. 



Anatomy of a book
spine

headband

front pastedown

headsquare

hinge

cover

front board

foredge square

head

leaves

back cover

back pastedown

turn-in

foredge

tail

foot

fly leafendpaper

tail square



Anatomy of a page
Portrait & landscape

Page height and width size

Verso & recto

Single page

Double-page spread 

Head top of the book

Foredge 

Foot bottom of the book

Gutter



Anatomy of a grid
Folio stand line 

Title stand line 

Head margin

Internal column 

Gutter margin

Running head stand line 

Picture unit 

Column width/measure

Dead line

Baseline 

Column



Models of book creation
Writer - publisher - editor - designer - production - printer - distribution - retail

Publisher - writer - editor - designer - production - printer - distribution - retail

Editor - publisher - writer - designer - production - printer - distribution - retail

Designer

Photographer - writer - publisher - editor - production - printer - distribution - retail

Illustrator    



The book designer’s palette



Format

Portrait

Landscape Square



Format
Consider size to fit content

In practical terms, choosing the 

format of a book determines shape 

of the container that holds the 

author’s ideas. 



Golden Section
Rectangle is divided in a way that the 

relationship between the smaller and the 

larger is the same as that between the larger 

and the whole.

a:b = B (a+b)

1. A square will be divided in half;

2. The diagonal of the half square will be 

rotated to horizontal.



Fibonacci Series
The consistent relationship between 

square and rectangle creates a 

logarithmic spiral sequence.

Each square relates to the next as part 

of the Fibonacci series.

The adding together of two successive 

figures will create golden sections 

infinitely.



Derived from Golden Section & Fibonacci Series



Bringhurst’s Chromatic Scale
Robett Bringhurst compares the proportion of the page to the chromatic scale of 

Western music.

Both page proportion and the chromatic scale are defined by numeric intervals.

In music terms, alternating proportions form harmonic inversions.

E.g. the harmonic inversion of a minor sixth is a major third.

Total of each such pair of intervals is always one octave (1:2).



Chromatic Scale of Page Proportions

European Middle 

Age till Today

European Middle 

Age till Today

RenaissanceRenaissance



Folding minor 6th 
into half = major 3rd

From 5:8 to 4:5 



Le Corbusier’s Modulor (derived from the golden section)

The modern version of the golden section 

that subdivided the format in relation to 

the proportion of the human figure.

Modulor - universal design tool for 

determining proportions of buildings, 

furniture and print.





Rational and Irrational Rectangles

Rational rectangles 

- Can be subdivided by squares

- Have arithmetical basis

- E.g. formats 1:2, 2:3, 3:4, etc 

Irrational rectangles

- Can be subdivided into rectangular 

units

- Derived from a geometrical basis

- E.g. Golden section

Classical proportions are derived from geometrical rather than arithmetical 

relationships. 



     Rational Rectangles                     Irrational Rectangles



Paper Sizes: Imperial and A Sizes
Make use of a simple division of an existing 

paper size.

Extremely economical as wastage is kept to a 

minimum.

E.g. A sizes have fixed proportion; every size is 

half of another.



Formats Determined by the Internal Elements of the Page

Designer may have established a working format before deciding on the exact 

height and width of the page.

Working format and size are often refined in the process of constructing grid.

Some are unconcerned by a mismatch baseline grid and format.



Selecting font family



Using the Fibonacci Series

1 4 7 11 18 29 47

Major headings at 47 pt

Subheadings at 29 pt

Body text at 18 pt

Footnotes at 11 pt



Using the Fibonacci Series (+ half-scale)

3 3.5 4 5.5 7 9 11 14.5 18 23.5 29 38 47

Major headings at 47 pt

Subheadings at 38 pt

Body text at 29 pt

Footnotes at 18 pt



Using the Fibonacci Series (+ half & quarter-scale)
3 3.25 3.5 3.75 4 4.75 5.5 6.25 7 8 9 10 10.5 10.75 11 12.75 14.5 16.25 18 20.75 23.5 26.25 29 

33.5 38 42.5 47

Major headings at 47 pt

Subheadings at 38 pt

Body text at 26.25 pt

Footnotes at 16 pt



Considerations to Selecting Font Family
Type size

Type weight

Variety of font



Colour, Contrast and Hierarchy
Colour - ink color, tonal values of typeface, text often referred to by printers as 

‘greymatter’.

The tonal values are determined by proportion and line weight.

Darker text blocks are brought forward; lighter text blocks recede.

The tonal values separate the elements.

- E.g. Main heading being slightly darker than body text





Typeface
Influences content, origin, period, historical precedence, readership, 

multilingual publishing, practical issues of legibility, range of weights 

or small caps of fractions available in font, and production values



Type of Nation

- When books were written, printed 

and published in a single country. 

Typefaces become emblematic of 

nation. Sense of nationalism.

- French type for French writers 

Type as Ambassador of Culture

- Re-examined historical patterns 

from which to devise new forms.



Type as Historical Plunder

- William Morris’s revival of 

medieval letter forms

- Born of an appreciation of early 

craft and political ideology

Type for Today

- Some feel type is a product of the 

age and should reflect the new



Type as Internation

- Embrace the new geometric form that reflect the spirit of the machine age

- Ideas of internationalism led to the development of fonts that sought a kind of 

visual neutrality, a typographic transparency



What is a grid?



The Grid System
Way of organising content

Precision, order and clarity

Or;

Aesthetic oppression



The Grid System – Following the rules
Consider: Multiple kinds of information

Number of images

Cropping of images

Problems: Unusually long headlines

Dead spots left



Which type of basic structure will 
accommodate the project’s needs?



Manuscript Grid

Primary structure

Text block and margins define 

position on a page

Secondary structure

Location and size relationship 

of elements of the page



Column Grid

Good for discontinuous information

Goal: Find column width that accommodates 

a comfortable number of characters in one 

line of type at a given size



Modular Grid

Column grid with flowlines

Conceptual, aesthetic image

Ideal social and political order

Clarity and thoughtfulness



Hierarchical Grid

Vary in:

Column widths

Intervals between column widths



Do I always need to follow the grid?





Integrating Text & Image
No longer based on visual criteria.

Purposeful.

Use rules as you deem fit.

Use the grid– or don’t.



Layout



Modernist layout

Grids, again.



Pictorial pages supported by text

Images first, text second.



The spread as wall chart

Reading sequence determined by reader.



Comic books/Graphic novels

Determined by illustrator.

Drawing shapes, speech boxes 

and proportions are important 

in piecing the narrative.



Passe-partout: Use of frames

Framing device within a 

layout, typically photographic.



Full-bleed pictures

Pictures that break the grid, 

occupying the entirety of a 

page.

Maximises visual impact.

Used as a contrast to 

negatively spaced pages.



Summary
By examining the range of approaches to book design, one should be able to 

put together that knowledge and the message that they want to bring across 

in an impactful way.



Thank you.
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